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Why Protein Interaction Prediction is Important?

● Proteins are large, complex molecules that play many critical roles in the body

● Proteins rarely act on their own and carry out their function in the environment
they are in through self interaction, or interaction with other proteins.

● Almost all processes in multicellular organisms (such as humans and mice) are
carried out through the interaction of proteins with other proteins in a Protein-
Protein Interaction (PPI) network.

Structure of human hemoglobin; PDB ID 1AN3

● Analysis of PPI is therefore of great importance
and may shed light on drug target detection and
aid in therapy design



Characterization of the Problem

● In recent years high throughput methods such as yeast two-hybrid screens (Y2H),
and mass spectrometric protein complex identification (MS-PCI) have been used
to generate novel protein-protein interaction networks, but these methods are
expensive and time consuming

● In contrast, finding the primary structure (amino acid sequence) of a protein is
significantly cheaper and faster compared to generating its exhaustive interaction
network with other proteins in a wet-lab environment.

● As a result many machine learning methods have been developed to try to predict
the interaction network for a protein given its primary structure.



Methodology - Initial Attempts and Struggles

● SparkML has no native support for deep networks other than simple feed forward 

neural networks

● Third party libraries provide some abstraction over this but still do not support 

multi-label classification and often times did not work properly without requiring 

changes to the source code

● Libraries and frameworks like systemml gave us hope only to eventually take it 

away

● Our model, implemented locally in keras had to be discarded and we had to start 

fresh



Methodology - Data Preprocessing

● The data came in two sets of files. 
○ One representing the protein-protein interaction
○ The other representing the protein sequences

● Spark was the sole preprocessing tool used
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Methodology - Experiment

● Since we could not use a multi-layer perceptron due to memory issues we 
resorted to using a logistic regression model

● Since SparkML does not support multi-label classification, we had to create a 
separate classifier for each of out 19177 proteins.

● Some bottlenecks were curbed by chunking our final output into 28MB files so 
that I/O and processing could be optimally allocated

● This led to a dramatic rise in compute speeds
● A script is used to run the classifier for all 19177 proteins to automate this 

process and the validity of our model is adjudged by the area under the ROC 
curve and the Accuracy



Evaluation - Configuration

● Our complete dataset is about 43gb compressed and 302gb uncompressed
● This is for all species. We only worked on the human data. Human data was 

570mb and the corresponding sequences was 11mb. This was preprocessed and 
became a 1.1gb dataset which was stored on hdfs for model fitting

● Like mentioned before, we had to run 19177 binary classifiers
● Thus, for this heavy compute problem, we added 30 nodes to our Spark cluster, 

each machine running 4 executors having 2gb of memory per executor



Evaluation - Metrics
● Area under ROC / Precision-Recall Curve, as is standard for logistic regression 

models
○ A high area under the ROC curve represents both a high precision and a 

high recall rate
○ High precision relates to low false positive rate
○ High recall relates to low false negative rate

● Value of this metric post training is 1.0, signifying perfectly correct classification 
or it might indicate that our model is overfitting



Evaluation - Results 

Metric Training Testing

Accuracy 100% 98.00%

False Positive Rate 0.00% 0.133%

True Positive Rate 100% 0.13%

Precision 100% 50.00%

Recall 100% 7.04%



Insights And Conclusion

● Studying proteins is an extremely compute and data intensive task
● Reliable deep learning frameworks and massive compute resources are required 

in order for this processing to take place at large scale.
● Our simple Logistic Regression model is by no means state-of-the-art, but it does 

let future researchers know that this is a vitally important area that needs custom 
data processing tools and frameworks.


